Abstract
Illuminating the poem-drawing
An insight in the entwinement between believing, learning and making
Poem-drawing is a way of expressing thoughts and feelings related to a specific environmental situation –
existing, imaginary or designed. The dialogue between verses and drawing lines creates a silent record of author’s
architectural understanding and thinking, by intensifying his/hers presence in the processes of spatial
interpretation. Poem-drawing invites both the author and the reader, to immerse emotively in a researchthrough-design task; there, the subjective and objective dimensions of place-making complement and
correspond to each other.
The exhibition would be aimed at illuminating the ties between the three processes (three parts of the PhD)
where poem-drawing is being found: the defamiliarization of the phenomenological (back)ground, the (a-)
historical reverberation of chosen case studies, and the researching-through-making (designing the
(im)Possible as a hopeful critique of the Real). The first frames the candidate's re-thinking of the existing
sources of related theory ('vision of truth') as a structure of belief ; the second frames the candidate's reflection
on the varieties of poem-drawing manifestation in the work of different personalities (Hejduk, Le Corbusier,
Ponsi, Friedman, Kulper, Lequeu, Brodsky, Sejka, Archigram, Holl, Wilson, Bo Bardi, Ishigami, Van Den
Berghe); the third frames the candidate's observation of the personal practice, poem-drawing collaborations
and pedagogical experiments as a first-person-experienced ladder from self-cognition to self-abandonment.
Considering the fact that the research is in the final stage, the exhibition strives to unfold, in a visual and
understandable language, the mode and the meaning of non-linear confluence of the three parts. Unlike the
previous (five) exhibitions in the CA2RE, where chosen fragments were being elaborated thoroughly, this
installation aims to convey the importance of the whole – that is – the modes of interacting between the
fragments. Whereas the previous exhibitions were elaborating on how a poem-drawing can free oneself from the
known (defamiliarization), this exhibition aims to emphasize when do we encounter and experience a responsible
way of forgetting.
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Figure 1: Author's chronological section(s) of the practice (part 3) overlapped with the moments of encounter
of the case studies (part 2) and the structure of belief (part 1). 50x70cm.

